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Ally Tate: I have always loved art and
always had an interest in sketching. Early
2008 I began sketching again after a
considerable interval, and
a little encouragement from friends. This
fired up both the interest and skill. Over
the year my skills have developed. I
started selling work to friends and family
as well as online galleries and contacts
made through face book. I have
undertaken a number of successful
commissions and have a growing catalogue
of originals for sale.  I am currently
planning my first exhibit.  The subject
matter I tackle is varied however I
prefer animal pictures (wildlife and pets),
and hope to eventually specialize in
equestrian work. I have also some
landscapes of local interest in my
collection Examples can be seen on my
website. My preferred media is pencil I
also work with pastel and more recently
watercolour. I have a realistic style with
often only minimal background, sufficient
to provide the subject with context or
perspective.

Quotes valid for 3 months



Meer Kat

Example of detail on the body of the
Meer Kat

Razzle

Pencil Portrait

Sketch
‘Daisies’ Ally Tate
2008



Example Commission:

Pencil Pet Portrait
(single subject only)

A4 pencil sketch pet portrait in Mount

£55.00

(Not including P&P which is dependent on  weight and
destination  will be added to final bill)

The actual picture smaller than A4 due to border
allowance.

The process…

The small print...
The copy write of the artwork remains with the artist. The
Artist reserves the right to use copies of this image in her
for cards, and other publicity material.

1. Get in touch!
2. Decide size, media
3. Discuss requirements with artist
4. Send photo*
5. Review requirements and Agree
time line
6. Pay deposit (work will only begin and
time from commence upon payment of
deposit)
7. (Depending on brief draft images
may be sent)
8. You will be sent a preview image for
approval
9. Pay balance
10. Open clearance of funds, dispatch
artwork

Send a Photograph*
For me to be able to use the picture you must have
appropriate ownership of the image or written
permission for the image to be used.
Send photo via email. Once received, I will check
that it is of suitable quality to work from. (Hint: it
sometimes a choice of more than one

picture is better and see which of the images
would best suit my drawing style best) This price
illustration applies to single subject  pencil
portraits only.

This guide is for illustrative purpose, I work in
other media and am happy to give quotes on an
individual basis.
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